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THE SILENT PROFESSIONAL™ is Back Better Than Ever!

THE SILENT PROFESSIONAL™ embodies the true essence
of innovation in the AR platform that the most hardcore
operators would envy.  Offered in both a pistol as well as Short
Barrel Rifle configurations. The modern design aesthetic and
engineering looks like something that came out of Q’s
laboratory in James Bond.  It is built on a billet 7075-T6
aircraft grade aluminum lower receiver with our newly
upgraded VERT® Compact Stock System with rapid stock
deployment or in a pistol configuration with our VERT®
Compact Pistol Stabilizer Brace.  This purpose-built
SBR/Pistol was designed for maximum strength, concealment,

maneuverability, lightweight, reliability, and controllable firepower.  At just under 22” collapsed, it is about 5” shorter
than the MP5A2 and lighter in weight.  Offered in 300 BLK for an excellent suppressor host. Outfitted with our new
industry standard-setting RACK® ambidextrous charging handle with monolithic handle and smooth side sliding
latch. It is also loaded with numerous enhanced components such as our smooth nickel-teflon trigger, enhanced
modular magazine release, enhanced takedown/pivot pins for easy tool-less breakdown, one-piece magazine catch,
enhanced bolt catch, user-adjustable three-position pistol grip, and our latest BAD-ASS-PRO ambidextrous safety
selector to complete the full ambidextrous controls.

THE SILENT PROFESSIONAL™ is showcasing our new Single Piece Design Lightweight Optic Mount for
AIMPOINT® footprint optics. Available in .193, Absolute, and Lower 1/3 mount styles. Built from billet 7075-T6
aluminum for a lightweight and rugged platform for your optic. Features include a simple one-piece snap-on and
tighten mount.

BATTLE ARMS DEVELOPMENT, INC.® is recognized in the industry as a manufacturer of next generation firearms
and firearm components through innovative engineering and functionally aesthetic designs.

If you have any questions about this announcement, or any of BATTLE ARMS DEVELOPMENT, INC.®’s
products, please email info@battlearmsdevelopment.com or visit http://www.battlearmsdevelopment.com.
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